
SPRING 1 - Medium Term English Plan for Nursery 
Spring 

1 
Learning focus 

Key Q and text 

English 

Focus this week 

English 

Daily -either in adult led sessions 

or in continuous provision 

2 days 

 

Nursery rhymes, 

rhyming stories and 

number rhymes 

Discussing and retelling stories using props Daily practise of 0-3yrs 

and 3-4yrs nursery 

rhymes from shared list 

 

Frequent rhyme time to 

spot and suggest rhymes 

 

Syllable clapping and 

counting 

 

Identifying alliteration – 

nouns that begin with the 

same sound 

 

Listen and respond, 

engage in conversations 

about books. 

 

Practise pencil grip and 

selecting dominant hand 

 

Writing own shopping 

lists, taking orders for 

food etc  

 

Making cards and writing 

notes for friends and 

family 

 

Be aware of the 5 

concepts of print 

 

Weekly name/letter 

formation 

Use Move it, Say it, 

Write it. 
 

Assessment 

Baseline information gathering 

for all new starters (EYFS 

profile/ Early Years Matters) 

considering previous providers, 

MF document and parental 

views. 

 

Ongoing - Collect Evidence Me 

and other to inform SIMS end 

of Spring term judgements 

 

Half termly RWInc 

assessments of sounds known 

and ability to hear Fred Talk. 

1 
Who are the real 

superheroes? 

Who are the people 

who help us? 

 

Key texts  

ABC I Can BE… 

Doctors 

Nurses 

Dentist 

Vets 

Discussing and retelling stories using props 

 

Labelling people who help us using marks and letters from their name. 

MA children will hear and copy the initial sound. If they can hear beyond the initial sound an 

adult will scribe for them initially then they can copy the word. 

 

Draw or print a large picture of a police officer or firefighter. Ask the children to tell you 

what they know about that person’s job. Model writing key points and explain you are writing 

to help you remember what the children say. 

 

Much of the children’s writing comes from following their own interests and seeing a need to 

write. Adults will support and model letters as needed. 

 

New teaching : recognise words with the same initial sound, such as money and mother 

2 
Who are the real 

superheroes? 

Who are the people 

who help us? 

 

Key texts 

What Am I? 

Firefighters 

Police Car 

 

Discussing and retelling stories using props 

 

Labelling people who help us using marks and letters from their name. 

MA children will hear and copy the initial sound. If they can hear beyond the initial sound an adult will scribe 

for them initially then they can copy the word. 

 

Wrap table in paper/highlighters for children to lay under and write in dark with torches.  

 

Shared mark making 

Cover the table with white paper and you superhero characters and comic strip onomatopoeic words and 

pictures for the children to colour and copy  

 

Much of the children’s writing comes from following their own interests and seeing a need to write. Adults 

will support and model letters as needed. 

 

New teaching : recognise words with the same initial sound, such as money and mother 

3 
Who are the 

fictional 

superheroes? 
 

Key texts 

Supertato.  

Superworm 

Discussing and retelling stories using props 

 

Labelling fictional superhereos using marks and letters from their name. 

MA children will hear and copy the initial sound. If they can hear beyond the initial sound an 

adult will scribe for them initially then they can copy the word. 

 

Much of the children’s writing comes from following their own interests and seeing a need to 

write. Adults will support and model letters as needed. 

 

New teaching : recognise words with the same initial sound, such as money and mother 

4 
Who are the 

fictional 

superheroes? 

 

Key texts 

Supertato – Veggies 

Assemble 

Supertato Evil Pea 

Rules 

Chinese New Year 

story 

Discussing and retelling stories using props 

 

Labelling fictional superhereos using marks and letters from their name. 

MA children will hear and copy the initial sound. If they can hear beyond the initial sound an 

adult will scribe for them initially then they can copy the word. 

 

Much of the children’s writing comes from following their own interests and seeing a need to 

write. Adults will support and model letters as needed. 

 

New teaching : recognise words with the same initial sound, such as money and mother 

5 
Investigating Winter 

Exploring winter 

weather leaves and 

cold climate 

creatures 

 

Key texts 

Peppa Pig’s Cold 

Winter Day 

 

 

Discussing and retelling stories using props 

 

Labelling winter artefacts and pictures using marks and letters from their name. 

MA children will hear and copy the initial sound. If they can hear beyond the initial sound an 

adult will scribe for them initially then they can copy the word. 

 

Much of the children’s writing comes from following their own interests and seeing a need to 

write. Adults will support and model letters as needed. 

 

New teaching : recognise words with the same initial sound, such as money and mother 

6 
Love, friendship & 

Valentines 

Key texts 

The Smeds and The 

Smoos 

I Love You When 

Guess How Much I 

Love You 

The Scarecrows’ 

Wedding 

I Love You Always 

and Forever 

I Love You Muddy 

Bear 

Discussing and retelling stories using props 

 

Labelling hearts and I Love You cards using marks and letters from their name. 

MA children will hear and copy the initial sound. If they can hear beyond the initial sound an 

adult will scribe for them initially then they can copy the word. 

 

Much of the children’s writing comes from following their own interests and seeing a need to 

write. Adults will support and model letters as needed. 

 

New teaching : recognise words with the same initial sound, such as money and mother 



SPRING 2 - Medium Term English Plan for Nursery 
Spring 

2 
Key texts and 

rhymes 

English 

Specific focus this week 

English 

Daily -either in adult led sessions or 

in continuous provision 

1 Key texts  

What the 

Ladybird Heard 

Spot at the farm 

The Pig in the 

Pond 

Oh Dear 

Non fiction: Spend 

a Day on the Farm 

 

Discussing and retelling stories using props and through shared drawing 

 

Labelling characters and farm animals using marks and letters from their name. 

MA children will hear and copy the initial sound. If they can hear beyond the initial 

sound an adult will scribe for them initially then they can copy the word. 

 

Much of the children’s writing comes from following their own interests and seeing a 

need to write. Adults will support and model letters as needed. Children will be 

encouraged to recognise words with the same initial sound, such as money and mother 

and know they need to write the same letter. 

.  

Daily practise of 0-3yrs 

and 3-4yrs nursery rhymes 

from shared list 

 

Frequent rhyme time to 

spot and suggest rhymes 

 

Syllable clapping and 

counting 

 

Identifying alliteration – 

nouns that begin with the 

same sound 

 

Listen and respond, engage 

in conversations about 

books. 

 

Practise pencil grip and 

selecting dominant hand 

 

Writing own shopping lists, 

taking orders for food etc  

 

Making cards and writing 

notes for friends and 

family 

 

Be aware of the 5 concepts 

of print 

 

Weekly name/letter 

formation 

Use Move it, Say it, Write 

it. 
 

Assessment 

Baseline information gathering 

for all new starters (EYFS 

profile/ Early Years Matters) 

considering previous providers, 

MF document and parental views. 

 

Ongoing - Collect Evidence Me 

and other to inform SIMS end of 

Spring term judgements 

 

Half termly RWInc assessments 

of sounds known and ability to 

hear Fred Talk. 

2 Key texts 

Farmer Duck 

One Lucky Duck 

Listen Up, Pup!  

What the 

Ladybird Heard 

Next  

Discussing and retelling stories using props and through shared drawing 

 

Labelling characters and farm animals using marks and letters from their name. 

MA children will hear and copy the initial sound. If they can hear beyond the initial 

sound an adult will scribe for them initially then they can copy the word. 

 

Much of the children’s writing comes from following their own interests and seeing a 

need to write. Adults will support and model letters as needed. Children will be 

encouraged to recognise words with the same initial sound, such as money and mother 

and know they need to write the same letter. 

 
 

3 Key texts 

Dear Zoo 

Oh Dear 

Monkey Puzzle 

 

Discussing and retelling stories using props and through shared drawing 

 

Labelling characters and non farm animals using marks and letters from their name. 

MA children will hear and copy the initial sound. If they can hear beyond the initial 

sound an adult will scribe for them initially then they can copy the word. 

 

Much of the children’s writing comes from following their own interests and seeing a 

need to write. Adults will support and model letters as needed. Children will be 

encouraged to recognise words with the same initial sound, such as money and mother 

and know they need to write the same letter. 

 
 

4 
Key texts 

Oliver’s Vegetables  

Oliver’s Fruit Salad 

Mealtime 

Handa’s Surprise 

 

Make Mothers Day 

cards/treats to take 

home on Friday 

Mothering Sunday 

27th March  

Discussing and retelling stories using props and through shared drawing 

 

Labelling characters, fruits and vegetables using marks and letters from their name. 

MA children will hear and copy the initial sound. If they can hear beyond the initial 

sound an adult will scribe for them initially then they can copy the word. 

 

Much of the children’s writing comes from following their own interests and seeing a 

need to write. Adults will support and model letters as needed. Children will be 

encouraged to recognise words with the same initial sound, such as money and mother 

and know they need to write the same letter. 
 

 

5 Key texts 

The Easter Story 

Little Bear’s 

Spring 

 

Discussing and retelling stories using props and through shared drawing 

 

Labelling characters, artefacts and pictures using marks and letters from their name. 

MA children will hear and copy the initial sound. If they can hear beyond the initial 

sound an adult will scribe for them initially then they can copy the word. 

 

Much of the children’s writing comes from following their own interests and seeing a 

need to write. Adults will support and model letters as needed. Children will be 

encouraged to recognise words with the same initial sound, such as money and mother 

and know they need to write the same letter. 

 
 

6 Key texts 

Other Easter 

Texts 

Discussing and retelling stories using props and through shared drawing 

 

Labelling characters, artefacts and pictures using marks and letters from their name. 

MA children will hear and copy the initial sound. If they can hear beyond the initial 

sound an adult will scribe for them initially then they can copy the word. 

 

Much of the children’s writing comes from following their own interests and seeing a 

need to write. Adults will support and model letters as needed. Children will be 

encouraged to recognise words with the same initial sound, such as money and mother 

and know they need to write the same letter. 

 

 



EYFS Development Matters 2020 Statements for English  
Key 

Covered equally each term Autumn term focus 

then revisited 

Spring term focus 

then revisited 

Summer term focus 

 
Birth to Three will be learning to: Three and Four year olds will be learning to: Reception will be learning to: 

Enjoy songs and rhymes, tuning in 

and paying attention.  

Join in with songs and rhymes, 

copying sounds, rhythms, tunes and 

tempo.  

Say some of the words in songs and 

rhymes.  

Copy finger movements and other 

gestures.  

Sing songs and say rhymes 

independently, for example, singing 

whilst playing.  

Enjoy sharing books with an adult.  

Pay attention and respond to the 

pictures or the words.  

Have favourite books and seek them 

out, to share with an adult, with 

another child, or to look at alone.  

Repeat words and phrases from 

familiar stories.  

Ask questions about the book. Make 

comments and shares their own 

ideas.  

Develop play around favourite 

stories using props.  

Notice some print, such as the first 

letter of their name, a bus or door 

number, or a familiar logo.  

Enjoy drawing freely.  

Add some marks to their drawings, 

which they give meaning to. For 

example: “That says mummy.”  

Make marks on their picture to 

stand for their name.  

 

LITERACY 

• Understand the five key concepts about print:   

- print has meaning 

- print can have different purposes 

- we read English text from left to right and    from top to bottom 

- the names of the different parts of a book              

- page sequencing  

 

• Develop their phonological awareness, so that they can: 

- spot and suggest rhymes 

- count or clap syllables in a word                         - recognise words with the 

same initial sound, such as money and mother  

 

Engage in extended conversations about stories, learning new vocabulary.  

 

Use some of their print and letter knowledge in their early writing. For 

example: writing a pretend shopping list that starts at the top of the page; 

writing ‘m’ for mummy.  

 

Write some or all of their name.  

 

Write some letters accurately.  

 

Communication and Language  

Enjoy listening to longer stories and can remember much of what happens.  

Pay attention to more than one thing at a time, which can be difficult.  

Use a wider range of vocabulary.  

Understand a question or instruction that has two parts, such as “Get your coat 

and wait at the door”.  

Understand ‘why’ questions, like: “Why do you think the caterpillar got so fat?”  

Sing a large repertoire of songs.  

Know many rhymes, be able to talk about familiar books, and be able to tell a 

long story.  

Develop their communication, but may continue to have problems with irregular 

tenses and plurals, such as ‘runned’ for ‘ran’, ‘swimmed’ for ‘swam’.  

Develop their pronunciation but may have problems saying: - some sounds: r, j, 

th, ch, and sh 

- multisyllabic words such as ‘pterodactyl’, ‘planetarium’ or ‘hippopotamus’  

Use longer sentences of four to six words.  

Be able to express a point of view and to debate when they disagree with an 

adult or a friend, using words as well as actions.  

Start a conversation with an adult or a friend and continue it for many turns.  

Use talk to organise themselves and their play: “Let’s go on a bus... you sit 

there... I’ll be the driver.” 

Read individual letters by saying 

the sounds for them.  

Blend sounds into words, so that 

they can read short words made 

up of known letter– sound 

correspondences.  

Read some letter groups that each 

represent one sound and say 

sounds for them.  

Read a few common exception 

words matched to the school’s 

phonic programme.  

Read simple phrases and sentences 

made up of words with known 

letter–sound correspondences and, 

where necessary, a few exception 

words.  

Re-read these books to build up 

their confidence in word reading, 

their fluency and their 

understanding and enjoyment.  

Form lower-case and capital 

letters correctly.  

Spell words by identifying the 

sounds and then writing the sound 

with letter/s.  

Write short sentences with words 

with known sound-letter 

correspondences using a capital 

letter and full stop.  

Re-read what they have written to 

check that it makes sense.  

 

 


